Abstract-This paper presents a novel framework for predicting shot location and type in tennis. Inspired by recent neuroscience discoveries we incorporate neural memory modules to model the episodic and semantic memory components of a tennis player. We propose a Semi Supervised Generative Adversarial Network architecture that couples these memory models with the automatic feature learning power of deep neural networks, and demonstrate methodologies for learning player level behavioural patterns with the proposed framework. We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model on tennis tracking data from the 2012 Australian Tennis open and exhibit applications of the proposed method in discovering how players adapt their style depending on the match context.
INTRODUCTION
T HE ability of professional athletes to accurately anticipate opponents' actions during a fast-ball sports such as tennis is considered a remarkable feat [1] . Considering the fact that present day ball speeds exceed 130mph, the time required by the receiver to make a decision regarding the opponents' intention, and initiate a response could exceed the flight time for the ball [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] .
Several studies have shown that this reactive ability is the product of pattern recognition skills that are obtained through a "biological probabilistic engine", that derives theories regarding opponents intentions with the partial information available [1] , [5] , [6] . For instance, it has been shown that expert tennis players are better at detecting events in advance [1] , [7] and posses better knowledge/ expertise of situational probabilities [3] . Further investigation of human neurological structures have revealed that those capabilities occur due to a bottom-up computational process [1] within the human brain, from sensory memory to the experiences stored in episodic memory [8] , [9] and knowledge derived in semantic memory [9] , [10] .
Despite the growing interest among researchers in the machine learning domain in better understanding factors influencing decision making in fast-ball sports, there have been very few studies transferring the observations of the underlying neural mechanisms to neural modelling in machine learning. Current state-of-the-art methodologies try to capture the underlying semantics through a handful of handcrafted features, without paying attention to essential mechanisms in the human brain, where the expertise and observations are stored and knowledge is derived. It is a broadly established fact that handcrafted features only capture abstract level semantics in a given environment [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] and it is proven that these ill represent the context in several data mining and knowledge discovery tasks [15] . The goal of this paper is to derive a deep learning model to anticipate the next shot location in tennis, given current match context and a short history of player and ball behaviour from Hawk-eye ball tracking data [16] . Our predictions comprise the next shot location as well as the type of the shot to anticipate.
Inspired by the automatic loss function learning power of Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [12] , [14] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] and the capability of neural memory models [10] , [17] , [22] , [23] to store and retrieve semantic level abstractions from historical agent behaviour, we propose a Memory augmented Semi Supervised Generative Adversarial Network (MSS-GAN). We demonstrate that the proposed framework can be utilised not only for high performance coaching [24] , [25] , and designing intelligent camera systems for automatic broadcasting [26] , [27] where the system anticipate the next shot and shot type to better capture the player behaviour; but also for better understanding of player strategies, strengths and weaknesses.
Due to the conditional nature of the proposed framework, the derived knowledge from the proposed memory modules can be utilised for demonstrating player behaviour changes when encountering different contexts. The main contributions of the proposed work are summarised as follows: 1) We introduce a novel end-to-end deep learning method that learns to anticipate player behaviour. 2) We propose a Semi Supervised Generative Adversarial Network architecture that is coupled with neural memory modules to jointly learn to generate the return shot trajectory and to classify the shot type. 3) We demonstrate how the proposed framework could be utilised to infer player styles and opponent adaptation strategies. 4) We perform an extensive evaluation of the proposed arXiv:1901.05123v1 [cs. LG] 16 Jan 2019 method on tennis player tracking data from the 2012 Australian Tennis open. 5) We provide comprehensive analysis on the contribution of each component in the proposed framework by evaluating the proposed method against a series of counterparts.
RELATED WORK

Sports Prediction
With the recent advancements in ball and player tracking systems in sports, there has been increasing interest among researchers to utilise this data in numerous data mining and knowledge discovery tasks.
In [28] the authors utilise a possession value model for predicting points and behaviour of the ball handler in basket ball, assuming that the player behaviour depends only on the current spatial arrangement of the team. In [27] a future player location prediction strategy is applied to move a robotic camera, with applications to automatic broadcasting. Wei et al. [29] proposed a graphical model for predicting the future shot location in tennis. They utilise handcrafted, dominance features together with the ball bounce location, ball speed and player feet locations when determining the future player behaviour. This model is further augmented in [5] where the authors utilise a Dynamic Bayesian Network to model the same set of features.
However recent studies in the sports prediction field [15] have demonstrated the importance of learning the underlying feature distribution in an automatic fashion. For instance in [15] the authors learn a dictionary of player formations in soccer for classifying the outcome of a shot. Even though they achieve comprehensive advancement towards automatic feature learning with player trajectories, those systems cannot be directly applied to model player strategies in tennis. When anticipating future player behaviour, based on the neurological observations presented in [1] , [7] it is vital to incorporate a player's past experiences and derived knowledge into the context modelling process.
Neural Memory Networks
A memory module is required to store important facts from historical information. Neural memory modules have been extensively applied in numerous domains [17] , [23] , [30] , [31] , where the model learns to automatically store and retrieve important information that is vital for the prediction task.
In the reinforcement learning domain, Horzyk et al. [9] proposed an episodic memory architecture composed of a tree-structured memory. In a similar line of work, the authors in [10] , [32] , [33] , [34] investigate possible interaction structures for semantic memory. However all these frameworks are proposed in the reinforcement learning domain and a substantial amount of re-engineering is required to adapt those strategies to the supervised learning domain. Furthermore, adaptation of the structure is necessary for modelling player specific knowledge.
We build upon the tree-memory structure proposed in [35] . The authors in [35] propose this model to map longterm temporal dependencies. We expand this memory structure and propose a novel neural memory structure for episodic memory (EM) and suggest a framework for multiple memory interactions and propagating the knowledge from the EM to the semantic memory (SM).
Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative adversarial networks (GAN) belong to the family of generative models, and have achieved encouraging results for image-to-image synthesis [13] , [17] , [18] . These models partake in a two player adversarial game where the Generator (G) ties to fool the Discriminator (D) with synthesised outputs while the D tries to identify them.
There exist numerous architectural augmentations for GANs. For instance, in [36] the authors utilise a recurrent network approach for handling sequential data. Most recently authors in [14] have utilised the GAN architecture for visual saliency prediction and further augmented it with memory architectures in [17] for capturing both low and high level semantics in modelling human gaze patterns.
We are inspired by the Semi-Supervised conditional GAN (SS-GAN) proposed in [11] , where the authors couple the unsupervised loss of the GAN together with a supervised classification objective. The authors have shown this to enhance the generator's performance by incorporating class specific semantics into the synthesis process. We enhance the SS-GAN model by coupling it with neural memory networks by drawing parallels with recent neurological observations, and propose avenues to achieve player level adaptations of the model.
ARCHITECTURE
We are motivated by the neuroscience observations provided in [1] . They present strong evidence towards activations of brain areas known to be involved with perception: Episodic Memory (EM) where personal experiences are used to determine the similarities between current sensory observation and the stored experiences [8] , [37] ; and Semantic Memory (SM) where foundations of knowledge and concepts are stored [9] , [10] . Figure 1 shows the overall structure of the proposed approach. The Perception Network (PN) (see Sec. 3.1) processes incoming images to obtain an embedding that represents the shot. This is combined with embeddings from the Episodic Memory (EM) (Sec. 3.2) and Semantic Memory (SM) (Sec. 3.3) to predict the next shot via the Response Generation Network (RGN) (Sec. 3.4). Note that the output of the PN is also fed to the memories to learn historic behaviour. Finally, we use a GAN framework to learn the network, with the predicted shot from the RGN being passed to the Discriminator to determine if it is a realistic shot or not.
For the rest of the paper we use the following notation. All weights are denoted W , f denotes forget gates and F N E (X) denotes a function that passes input X through one of more layers of the network N E. LST M denotes a layer consisting of LSTM cells. c t represents the current state (context) of the game. The current representation of the memory at time instant t is denoted by M t , while the query vector that is used to read the memory is denoted by q t and m t represents the output of the memory read operation. Attention values, η, denote the attention given to the content of M t to answer the query vector q t , while the normalised attention values are denoted by α.
Perception Network (PN)
Our observations are from Hawk-eye player tracking data [16] , which stores the ball trajectory and player feet movements along with the ball speed and angle. For each shot event in the database we extract out the ball and player trajectory from the shot start time to the present, and generate an image depicting the perception of the shot receiver. Fig. 2 (a) illustrates the input to our perception network. The opponent trajectory is denoted in blue where the circle denotes the ending location, and the ball trajectory is shown in red. Shot starting and ending locations are denoted with a yellow star and a circle, respectively. In order to account for the current position of the shot receiver we encode his trajectory in magenta where the circle denotes the ending location. A sample output generated by the proposed framework is given in Fig. 2 (b) , where the ball trajectory for the predicted next shot is denoted with a white line. We utilise images to represent our observations as they preserve the relative spatial relationships 1 . Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the proposed Perception Network (PN). Deep Convolution Neural Networks (DCNN) have shown encouraging results when encoding information via automatic feature learning. Hence we utilise a C64-C128-C256-C512-C512-C512-C512-C512 DCNN structure in our PN where Ck denote a Convolution-BatchNormReLU layer with k filters. We then pass this embedding through a fully connected layer with 512 neurons, (FC512), which concatenates the image representation with the current incident speed, s t , angle, a t , opponent id, op t , and the current player points, p t , in order to generate the current state embedding c t .
Episodic Memory (EM)
When considering the human cognitive structure, EM is vital for storing spatio-temporal event information, for helping to form concepts in Semantic Memory (SM), and for guiding the response generation [38] . EM is composed of one's accumulated past experiences, and contains the encoded event information such as what, where and when. This allows us to mentally re-visit past experiences and generate observations comparing them with the current state and respond accordingly [9] .
Hence, drawing parallels to a tennis tournament, we pass the observations of each player separately through the PN and store the embedded observations in a memory queue.
When deriving long term relationships among the stored sequential data, Fernando et. al [35] have shown tree-LSTM cells to preserve adjacent temporal relationships and propagate salient information effectively, aiding decision making in the present state. Hence we utilise tree-LSTM cells to summarise the content of our EM queue, arranging the content in a tree structure.
The functionality of the EM module can be summarised by the operations Memory Read (see Section 3.2.1) and Memory Write (3.2.2).
Memory read
, where x t is the current observation image, s t is the incident speed, a t is the incident angle, op t is the opponent id and p t is the points for shot receiver and the opponent. Then the encoded vector for the current state representation from the PN network at time step t can be denoted as,
where F P N is the Perception Network (see Sec. 3.1) and c t ∈ R 1×k . Consider the EM to have N embeddings stored, with each having the size 1 × K. Similar to [35] , when computing the EM output at time instance t, we extract the memory tree configuration at time instance t − 1. The tree memory architecture hierarchically maps the memory with a bottom up tree structure. The bottom layer of the tree stores all historic states and the hierarchy is created such that the most significant features are concatenated, propagating two temporally adjacent neighbours to the upper layer. This can be seen as each layer performing information compression. Hence the top most layer contains the most compressed version of the information present in the memory. In the immediately preceding layer this compression is slightly relaxed. Using the depth (l) hyperparameter we extract out information from multiple levels from the tree top, allowing us to extract different levels of abstraction. l ranges from l = 1 to the total number of layers in the tree hierarchy, where 1 denotes that the information is extracted only from the tree top. The optimal value for l is evaluated experimentally and this evaluation is presented in Fig. 8 
(b).
The read head on the EM passes c t through a read LSTM function, LST M EM,r , to generate a vector to query the memory such that,
Then an attention vector η EM t determines the similarity between the current context vector c t and the memory representation M EM (t−1) by attending over each element such that,
where
. Then the score values are normalised using soft attention [31] , [39] , [40] , generating a probability distribution over each memory element as follows, Now we generate the output of the memory read by,
Memory Write
The new encoded information, c t , is appended to the end of the EM queue. This invokes the memory update operation which updates the content of the tree-LSTM cells. Each memory cell contains one input gate, i t , one output gate, o t , and two forget gates f L t and f R t for left and right child nodes. At time instance t each node in the memory network is updated in the following manner, 
where 
Semantic Memory
According to Wang et. al [10] semantic memory can be considered as the derived knowledge from the specific experiences stored in episodic memory. It doesn't contain any situational information such as what, where and when. However it contains derived salient information from the sequential information.
Hence, in contrast to EM, which is constructed as a queue representing the temporal structure, we design SM as matrix of b elements M SM t ∈ R k×b where k is the embedding dimension of c t .
Memory Read
The read operation of the SM is identical to the read operation of the EM. Formally, let the content of the SM at time instance t − 1 be M SM t−1 . Then the memory read operation can be summarised as,
where j = [1, . . . , b].
Memory Write
The memory update procedure of the EM triggers the update procedure of the SM. Let the output of the EM tree at time instance t be denoted by m EM t
. We generate a vector m t for the SM update by passing the output of the memory through a write LSTM function LST M SM,w ,
Then we generate the attention score values,
and normalise them as,
Then we update the SM as,
where I is a matrix of ones, e b ∈ R b and e k ∈ R k are vector of ones and ⊗ denotes the outer product which duplicates its left vector b or k times to form a matrix.
Response Generation Network (RGN)
The proposed RGN takes a latent noise distribution z t together with the embedded input vector c t and the memory output vectors m , and generates the response map, y t , denoting the ball trajectory of the next shot. Our RGN has the structure CD512-CD512-CD512-C512-C256-C128-C64 where CDk denotes a a ConvolutionBatchNormDropout-ReLU layer with a dropout rate of 50%. The RGN generates a response map as illustrated by Fig. 2 (b).
MODEL LEARNING
Most recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) have shown exemplary results in image to image synthesis problems [13] . GANs are comprised of two components: a Generator,G, and a Discriminator, D, competing in a two player game. We draw our inspiration from the SemiSupervised conditional GAN (SS-GAN) [11] architecture where G receives the observed state representationẍ t and a random noise vector z t and tries to synthesise the response map y t : G(ẍ t , z t ) → y t .
The discriminator receives the current state representationẍ t and the generated response map y t from G and tries to discriminate the actual player responses (real) from generated response maps (fake). We additionally incorporate a classification head D η in the discriminator, which learns to output the probabilities for shot types (η t ). This attaches a supervised objective to the unsupervised objective in the GAN, enabling it to learn from both labelled and unlabelled data. The (Real/ Fake) validation process contains the unsupervised objective of the SS-GAN where it learns the structure and dynamics of the player responses. The classification objective captures the hierarchical relationships among different shot types and determines when the players utilise them, enforcing the generator to learn those player adaptation techniques. Formally the objective of the SS-GAN can be defined as,
where D η is the classification head of D and λ η is a hyper parameter which controls the contributions of the supervised and unsupervised objectives.
Player Specific Adaptation
Neurological research on human EM has revealed that the EM stores one's own personal experiences rather than the acquired knowledge from other peoples' experiences [37] . This theory is further established by neuroscience research related to tennis shot prediction, where the researches have observed a positive correlation between active practice and performance, and not passive practice [1] .
Hence, as the experience of different players depends on the tennis games that they have played, it is not ideal to model EM as a global memory module. Therefore we maintain a separate EM for each player. However it has been shown that SM incorporates extracted knowledge of a cohort of people [10] . When drawing parallels to a tennis scenario SM would represent the rules of the game, the game dynamics, etc. Hence we maintain a global SM for all players. Furthermore, players pay varied levels of attention towards different input features. For instance one player may pay more attention to opponent location where as another may pay more attention to ball incident speed and angle. Hence it is vital to maintain player specific PNs and RGNs. Fig. 4 illustrates the local and global memory architecture that we propose, enabling player specific adaptations.
EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Dataset
We used tennis tracking data from the Hawk-eye system for an entire tournament of the 2012 Australian Open Men's singles. The system records (x, y, z) positions of the ball as a function of time, along with the player feet positions at millisecond granularity, and other meta data including current points, time duration, sever and receiver. The dataset consists of around 10,000 shots, however as the tournament progresses in a knock-out format, similar to [5] we focus our analysis on the top 3 players.
When training the respective player models, we maintain the chronological order of the inputs from the start of the tournament; every shot that has occurred in a game the player has played is fed to the model in this order. Therefore we retain the order of experiences that have occurred, allowing the episodic and semantic memories to replicate the player's brain activities.
Shot Type Prediction
In this experiment we evaluate the performance of the proposed method when predicting the outcome of the next shot, where the model predicts whether the next shot is either a winner, an error or a return shot. The details of the shots played by each player are given in Tab. 1. For each player, we utilise 70%, 25% and 5% of shots, chronologically, for training, testing and validation. 
Baselines
As the first baseline model we utilise the Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) model proposed in [5] . This model utilises speed, ball bounce location, player feet locations and a set of hand crafted dominance features to classify the return shot type. In the next baseline we adapt the classifier model proposed in [41] for classifying the shot success in table tennis matches. Essentially the model utilises hits (number of shots that the player of interest has played thus far from the beginning of the rally), a shot quality variable computed by speed and bounce position of the incoming shot, shot direction, player ids, and current player points. Then we classify these features using a SVM classifier.
To provide a fair comparison against deep learning models, we pass ball and player trajectories through an LSTM model [42] and generate the respective classification by passing the LSTM embeddings through softmax classification function [43] .
Validation
Similar to [5] for all the models we measure the area under the ROC curve (AUC) to assess the performance. Tab. 2 presents our evaluation results.
We observe the poorest performance from [41] as it doesn't posses any capacity to oversee player or scene specific context. The model neither incorporates historical player behaviour nor the ball trajectory information when predicting the shot outcome. The baseline LSTM model incorporates this information, and gains a significant performance boost compared to [41] . We would like to compare it against the model of Wei et. al [5] , where the former model has the attained the classification process through an automatic feature learning method. Comparatively similar accuracies emphasises the importance of the hierarchical feature learning process of deep learning models, which automatically learn semantic correspondences through back propagation. The model proposed by Wei et. al captures the current context through hand crafted player specific and game specific context. In contrast, the proposed model learns these attributes automatically via modelling the player knowledge and experiences through neural memory networks and outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines. 
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Network for Djokovic Network for Nadal Fig. 4 . Each player model is composed of a player specific PN, EM and RGN however SM is shared between the players. For the clarity of the illustration we demonstrate the model for only a 2 player scenario, however it could be directly extended to any number of players. 
Shot Location Prediction
In this experiment we test the performance of the proposed next shot location prediction method against the state-ofthe-art baselines. Similar to the previous experiment, for each player, we utilise 70%, 25% and 5% of shots, chronologically, for training, testing and validation.
Baselines
As the first baseline model we incorporate the continuous shot location prediction model of [5] . As the next baseline we utilised the trajectory prediction method of [44] . We adapted the system of [44] where they try to predict the future ball trajectory from the observed trajectory. Inspired by the encouraging results obtained in [45] for golf shot prediction, we model the same features of [44] using the method of [45] . The model proposed in [45] is a deep LSTM model which maps sequential hierarchical relationships among the input features.
Validation
For all the methods we measure the Euclidian distance between the predicted and ground truth locations in meters as the prediction error. Tab. 4 presents the performance of the proposed method against the 3 state-of-the-art baselines.
As [44] utilises a simple physical model to predict the future ball trajectory, assuming that the ball follows a parabolic arc under gravitational force, we observe poor performance from it. The model in [45] improves upon this via hierarchical feature learning from the ball trajectory characteristics through a recurrent model. The method of [5] builds upon the trajectory features, via incorporating the game and player context into the prediction framework, however, fails to capture salient information from longterm dependencies among player behavioural patterns. In contrast, we capture those hierarchically, allowing us to effectively propagate this information into the future action generation pipeline. 
Ablation Experiments
To further demonstrate our proposed approach, we conducted a series of ablation experiments, identifying the crucial components of the proposed methodology. In the same setting as Sec. 5.3, we evaluate the proposed MSS-GAN model against a series of counterparts constructed by removing strategic components of the MSS-GAN as follows:
EM and M SM models and is trained with the supervised learning objective.
removes the M EM and M SM models and is trained with the GAN objective of [13] .
Similar to the method 2, however it is trained with the semi supervised objective defined in Eq. 21.
removes the M SM and is trained globally without the player adaptation techniques of Sec. 4.1.
Similar to the previous model however uses the player adaptation techniques of Sec. 4.1.
6) (M SS − GAN )
G : Same as the proposed MSS-GAN model, however we train one global model without the player adaptation technique.
We observe the lowest accuracy from the G G /(D, M EM , M SM ) model which fails to capture the context and the dynamics of the tennis game through an off the shelf supervised learning loss function. We observe a significant performance boost with the unsupervised GAN objective. However it lacks the capacity to capture salient information from the historical embeddings, and as such the performance increases from
where the latter has further capacity to understand the player level behavioural differences. We would like to compare the performance of the M SS − GAN G model against the proposed M SS − GAN model, where the former model learns one single network for all the players. The different in accuracies are significant, emphasising the importance of capturing player level semantics separately. We further compare models
. Similar to observations of [11] , [46] , our results demonstrate the importance of a semi supervised learning objective, which compliments the generator in learning the hierarchical attributes of the scene.
Qualitative Evaluations
Qualitative evaluations from the proposed MSS-GAN model are presented in Fig. 5 . We denote the incoming shot in red where the yellow star and the circle denotes the shot starting and ending locations. The feet movements of the player of interest and the opponent are denoted in magenta and blue. Ground truth and predicted trajectories are denoted with cyan and yellow lines, respectively.
In the first two rows we have presented accurate predictions while in the last row we observe some deviations from the ground truth. However they are all possible next shot locations for the incoming shots, and for scenarios such as Fig. 5 (h) and (i) we observe that the predicted shot maximises the wining probability for the player of interest compared to the actual ground truth trajectory. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of activations from the first layer of the proposed EM tree for the Djokovic model, for the observed shot trajectory given in Fig. 5 (a) . As N = 1,100, there exist 1,100 memory slots in this layer, hence the historical embeddings range from t to t − 1100. For different peaks and valleys in the memory activations, we show what the model has seen at that particular time step.
We observe higher responses for recent events as well as for similar shot patterns in the long term history. It can be clearly seen that the activation pattern takes the current context into consideration and attends all the previous experiences of the player stored in the memory, in order to determine the optimal way to behave. Hence we observe higher activations to similar shot patterns that reside within the entire history captured by the EM module (see the activation peeks between t − 300 to t − 400 and t − 800 to t − 1100).
Impact of the Training Data
In this section we investigate the impact of training set size, input image dimensions, and the selection of player identities for extraction of training data, for the performance of the proposed MSS-GAN model.
Impact of Training Set Size
In order to analyse the robustness of the proposed model to different training set sizes we analyse the distribution of the average shot location prediction error and training time for an epoch on a single core of an Intel Xeon E5-2680 2.50GHz CPU, for different training set sizes for the training data defined in Sec. 5.3. For this evaluation we used the same testing and validation sets used in Sec. 5.3 which are not used for training. When creating the reduced training set, we take data from the first shot Nadal played in the tournament up to the specified number of samples, i.e. when training with 100 samples we take the first 100 shots, and when training with 1000 samples we take the first 1000 shots. 
Method Nadal Djokovic Federer Average
(g) (h) (i) Fig. 5 . Qualitative results from the proposed MSS-GAN model. Incoming shot is in red where the yellow star and the circle denotes the shot starting and ending locations. Feet movements of player of interest and the opponent are in magenta and blue colours. Ground truth and predicted trajectories are denoted in cyan and yellow lines, respectively.First two rows show accurate predictions while the 3rd row shows scenarios where the predicted trajectory deviates from the ground truths. However in (g) and (h) we observe that the predicted trajectory maximises the opportunity of the winning probability of the player of interest. Please note that we have overlaid the predictions from RGN on top of court outlines for the clarity of illustration
In Fig. 7 we visualise the average shot location prediction error against different training set sizes (in red) and the elapsed time per epoch (in blue). As could be expected, the training time increases gradually as more samples are added to the corpus. However the model accuracy converges around 1600 training examples and we do not observe substantial improvement, irrespective of the introduction of additional examples. 1600 shots are roughly equivalent to the total number of shots that he has played in first 3 matches.
Impact of Input Image Size
In our implementation the input/output image size is set to be 512 x 512 pixels. In order to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed MSS-GAN model to different input image sizes we evaluated different input/outputs sizes of 2048 x 2048, 1024 x 1024, 256 x 256, 128 x128, and 64 x 64 pixels and the evaluated shot location prediction error for the same conditions as in Sec. 5.3. The receptive field sizes of the layers and the number of kernels are kept constant in this experiment. Tab. 5 shows the average error for the predictions, and we observe that for sizes 1024 x 1024 and 256 x 256 there isn't significant deviation in performance compared to the results of Tab. 4. However the performance starts degrading when the input/output sizes are smaller than 256 x 256 pixels. This is due to the granularity of the spatial representation. When the input size is smaller the ground truth trajectory is substantially downscaled to represent it in the image representation. Hence the input and ground truth trajectory representations are less informative to the model. Hence reduction in the granularity of the image representation leads to poor performance. Conversely when the input size it too large it leads to a substantial increase in the number of parameters that require training. Hence the model could not be effectively trained using the limited data available, again leading to poor performance. It should be noted that the same input and output sizes are used for the convenience in the implementation. However this is not a constraint of the proposed MSS-GAN method. Fig. 6 . Distribution of memory activations from the first layer of the EM module for the observed shot in Fig. 5 (a) . This layer contains 1,000 memory slots which are denoted t to t -1100 indicating the history that has been observed. For different peaks and valleys of the memory activations we also show what the memory has seen at those particular time steps. The model generates higher activations for similar shot patterns, and activations closer to zero for cases where the player has observed different experiences. We effectively propagate this information from the first layer of the memory to the top most layer via combining the salient information in a hierarchical manner. 
Impact of Selected Players
Similar to [5] we present the main evaluation in Sec. Sec. 5 only for the top-3 players as it allows us to present direct comparisons with [5] . However in order to better evaluate the predictive power of the proposed MSS-GAN model we randomly selected 4 players from the 2012 Australian Open Men's singles tournament who had progressed up to the fourth round. We trained the model with the data from first 3 rounds and tested on the 4th round. For these players we evaluate the shot location prediction accuracy as it is a more challenging task than predicting the shot type.
In order to better appreciate the predictive performance of the proposed MSS-GAN model we also trained Wei et. al's [5] model on the selected 4 players. When comparing the prediction results presented in Tab. 4 with Tab. 6 it is clear that the reduced training data has a significant impact on the performance of Wei et. al's [5] approach. In contrast we do not observe significant deviation in the proposed model's performance, indicating its ability to infer different player styles even without very large volumes of data.
Implementation Details
The implementation of the MSS-GAN module presented in this paper is completed using Keras [47] with the Theano [48] backend. We choose batch size to be 32 and trained the model using the Adam optimiser [49] with a learning rate of 0.002 for 10 epochs and set the learning rate to be 0.0002 for another 20 epochs. Hyper parameters l, N and b are evaluated experimentally. Using the validation set of Sec. 5.3 we fine tuned each parameter individually, holding the rest of the parameters constant. The experimental evaluations are illustrated in Fig. 8 . As N = 1100, l = 3 and b = 80 gives us the minimum error values, we set the respective parameters accordingly. Fig. 9 shows learning curves of the proposed MSS-GAN model showing the model convergence. We note that the model doesn't overfit.
Time Efficiency
The proposed MSS-GAN model doesn't require any special hardware such as GPUs to run and has 33.7M trainable parameters. We ran the test set of Sec. 5.3 on a single core of an Intel Xeon E5-2680 2.50GHz CPU and the algorithm was able to generate 1000 shot location predictions 28.5 seconds.
Application: Tactics analysis
The conditional nature of the proposed model allows us to directly infer the opponent adaptation strategies against different players. In Fig 10 we visualise the predicted return shots for the same incoming shot, and the same context for Djokovic, Nadal and Federer against different opponents. We held the shot location, player and opponent location, incident speed (s t ) and angle (a t ) and the points (p t ) constant and changed only the opponent id (op t ) in the system. This allows us to infer different opponent adaptation strategies employed, and we can explore the way that a given will player will subtlety vary their play style depending on the opponent. From Fig. 10 we can see variations in the depth and angle of return shots, as players vary the tactics in response to their opponent.
To further demonstrate the importance and value of the proposed context modelling scheme, we investigate how players change their strategies depending on the current score. In Fig. 11 we visualise the shot location predictions where we held the shot location, player and opponent location, incident speed (s t ) and angle (a t ) and the opponent id (op t ) constant and changed only the points (p t ) in the system. We see clear differences in the return shot as the score changes, suggesting the has learned when to be aggressive within not only a point, but in the wider context of the match. These examples demonstrate that the proposed MSS-GAN model is capable of capturing match context and the player tactical elements which are essential when anticipating player behaviour.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a method to anticipate the next shot type and location in tennis, by analysing the structure of the player behaviour's and it's temporal accordance. We contribute a novel data driven method to capture salient information from the observed game context and propose methodologies to capture longterm historical experiences of different players, emulating the episodic memory behaviour Fig. 10 . Given the same incoming shot, opponent and player locations, speed (st), angle (at) and points (pt), we can change the opponent id (opt) and see how the player of interest changes his strategy to adapt to the opponent. Incoming shot trajectory is denoted in red where the yellow start and circle defines the starting and ending locations. The predicted return shot trajectory is denoted in yellow line where the ending location is represented in a yellow circle. Observed feet movements for the player of interest and opponent are denoted in magenta and blue colours. of the human brain. Additionally, we introduce a novel methodology for learning abstract level concepts through a tree structured episodic memory and propose methods for transferring this acquired knowledge to a neural semantic memory component. Our quantitative and qualitative evaluations on a tennis player tracking dataset from the 2012 Australian Men's Open demonstrate the capacity of the proposed method to anticipate complex real world player strategies, and its potential to be applied to other data mining/ knowledge discovery applications.
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